1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The financial market is an attractive field of study; it offers a variety of opportunities to investors, market analysts, as well as researchers from various disciplines. The market participation perspectives may differ among individuals, for example, learning the market behaviours, deriving influential aspects, trading through stocks, predicting future market trend, recommending assets for portfolio management, etc., however, the lack of financial literacy and knowledge of fundamental economic principles can critically affect the investment returns [@b1]. Therefore, an individual's understanding and approach towards a financial market can determine the type as well as extent of information required to study this domain. The economic market can be considered as a combination of financial investments, transactions, potential earning and/or losing, and several other actions that are performed at a massive level. It has extensively reached to a large number of fields and consequently, it also gets affected by numerous events; with this regard, the financial market can be interpreted as a model of complex systems [@b2].

In financial markets, various instruments such as stocks, bonds, commodities, derivatives, currencies, etc. are explored, investigated, studied, and traded in an exhaustive manner; such trading is based on buying and selling of instruments. Stock market is a financial market where the new issues of stocks, i.e., initial public offerings (IPOs), are created and sold at the primary market whereas the succeeding buying and selling are carried out at the secondary market [@b3]. The primary motivation behind investing in a stock market is to gain potential benefits of the investment [@b4]; while careful tradings can earn higher returns, the associated risk may sometimes result into loss of valuables. Such markets are non-linear, highly volatile, and chaotic in nature; they can get influenced by various events and hence, experience fluctuations. Therefore, it raises the demand of market valuation and several analytical evaluation to study the market behaviours. Based on the knowledge and expertise of stock market, a fundamental analysis can be carried out by examining the dominating factors to primarily derive long-term predictions whereas using the historical stock price data, derived information can be integrated for a technical analysis [@b5]; such characteristics can be fused using different strategies to prepare a reliable forecasting model [@b6].

Fusion can be considered as a transformation of single or multiple aspects with an aim to derive effective representation; it can be understood as the process of combining various factors that can improve the performance and provide useful results. The diversity of data, features, methods, parameters, etc. play a vital role in exploring as well as exploiting its environment; such information can be fused with each other to get performance benefits. While data fusion is the fusion applied on the raw form of data, information fusion is concerned with the processed and/or derived data [@b7]. Fusion technique(s) can be applied on raw or processed data, features, methods, to name a few. Such fusion methods are also utilized in ensemble as well as hybrid models. In some cases, these two models are considered equivalent, however, in other cases, they primarily differ on the characteristics of associated models; while an ensemble approach combines two or more homogeneous models to overcome the weakness of each other, a hybrid approach combines two or more heterogeneous models for expanding the models' learning abilities [@b8]. The fusion techniques are widely applied to diverse fields of research in order to prepare a favourable model. The financial market is one of the complex real-world applications of fusion where highly non-linear data are determined and processed to forecast the market behaviours. With an increase in the demand of exploring and forecasting economic systems, fusion-based techniques are noteworthy to study their significance in stock market. In this article, we take this opportunity to perceive the necessity of fusion in stock market prediction and conduct a comprehensive survey on the recent developments; we also discuss potential future directions to provide a state-of-the-art survey on fusion-based stock market prediction.

1.1. Necessity of fusion in stock market {#sec1.1}
----------------------------------------

The stock market accumulates the buying and selling of stocks based on the ownership of traders. To analyse such markets, the historical stock market data as well as various factors can be combined to derive market patterns. The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) assumes that the available market information is incorporated within prices [@b9], however, the validation proof of EMH has been controversial over a period of time. On the other hand, the complexity levels of economic markets are defined to be the time-series nature, high cross-correlation with various entities, and collective market behaviour during extreme influencing events [@b2].

The behavioural finance has been studied with a primary focus on how psychology influences the behaviours of financial practitioners and its consequences with respect to the stock markets [@b10], [@b11]. Such psychological biases can play a critical role in the market efficiency; therefore, an alternative theory namely, adaptive market hypothesis (AMH), has been proposed in contrast to the point of view where EMH assumes a frictionless market without imperfections [@b12]. AMH is developed based on the principles of evolutionary biology, i.e., competition, mutation, reproduction, and natural selection [@b13]; such an evolutionary perspective of AMH is a reconciliation which argues that the financial markets evolve and its efficiency varies with time [@b12]. Even being an essentially qualitative and descriptive hypothesis, the arguments of AMH have been widely supported with return predictability of the stock market [@b14], [@b15] as well as foreign exchange rates [@b16]; also, its potential implications have been evaluated for the digital currency [@b12] as well as cryptocurrency market [@b17]. This emphasizes on the understanding that amongst different factors which can influence the stock market, a careful selection of complementing and/or contradicting aspects may be fused to enhance the collected information and thus, improve the predictions.

The fusion techniques consist of different data sources, processed information, derived features, and/or prediction methods that are combined under appropriate scenarios. For a nebulous stock market, fusion can aid to extract knowledge base from a diverse set of data sources; it can extend the strength of a model to overcome weakness of the other model; it can exploit the search space to derive effective solutions. Also, the dependency on specific market concepts can be explored with fusion. Therefore, to address and demonstrate the necessity of fusion in stock market prediction, this article presents a focused survey on the recent advances of fusion-based stock market prediction. The primary motivation behind this survey is to identify how limitations of one or more entities are overcome with the others and to denote the importance of fusion for real-world stock market applications. To the best of our knowledge, our review work is the foremost survey that is devoted to fusion in stock market prediction and the same can serve as the foundation in this field.

1.2. Survey strategy {#sec1.2}
--------------------

In this article, we briefly categorize fusion into information fusion, feature fusion, and model fusion. With each fusion category, we explore the existing research work having primary applications of stock price and/or trend prediction, portfolio management, risk/return forecasting, as well as other stock market concepts; though the reviewed articles are mainly based on fusion techniques, some of them might not have explicitly referred their work as a fusion approach.

For collecting research articles for this survey, we applied a systematic strategy as follows. Using Google Scholar search engine, we conducted an initial search with terms "stock market prediction" and "fusion"; for a major concentration on the recent studies, we restricted our search within years $2011 - 2020$. We extended the search using additional terms such as "information fusion", "feature fusion", and "model fusion" whereas the potential applications related to stock markets were gathered using the terms "stock price prediction", "stock trend prediction", "portfolio management", "risk prediction", "return prediction", and replacing "prediction" by "forecasting" in each of these search operations, as well as using other financial market terms; to ensure that these terms were closely related to the actual work of the articles, we restricted our search such that articles having such terms in their titles were put together. We also set the exclusion criteria for articles resulting with the considered search operations; in case of having the above-mentioned terms mainly occurring in the reference section, the articles were examined to find if the terms were being referred for the related work and not for the actual proposed approach; in such scenario, the articles were excluded from being considered in our survey. To minimize the redundancy, we eliminate similar articles from being reviewed, if found. On the other hand, it was found that though specific fusion methods were applied in a set of articles, "fusion" term had not been specifically used to describe the same; therefore, we closely studied a large number of articles to identify whether they represented fusion at any level; thus, for an exhaustive survey, we advanced our collection by including such fusion-based articles as well as the articles related to the ones downloaded using the aforementioned search strategies.

1.3. Related work {#sec1.3}
-----------------

It is observed that majority of the existing review articles have not precisely focused on fusion in stock market, however, they might have referred to fusion-based articles as a part of the survey. Therefore, we compare our survey with the existing surveys even if they are partially related to the central focus of our survey.

The computational approaches include various techniques that are adopted to predict stock market; artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the machine learning approaches that have been largely applied to stock market prediction. Some of the ANN-based models including a fusion model, as well as other techniques, were studied in Ref. [@b18]. On the other hand, a classifier fusion-based survey was carried out in study [@b19] where authors discussed the financial applications wherein the multiple classifier systems were integrated. A detailed study of fusion in opinion mining was conducted in review article [@b20]; along with various applications of opinion mining, stock market prediction using fusion of techniques was discussed. In Ref. [@b21], stock market prediction approaches were reviewed based on the soft computing techniques. One of the recent surveys on data fusion in smart city applications [@b22], authors discussed about smart economics based on fusion approaches whereas the survey on multi-source knowledge fusion [@b23], stock market prediction was discussed in the multi-modal-based aspect. For the quantitative financial applications, various machine learning techniques were reviewed in Ref. [@b24]. Subsequently, a fusion-based approach in financial text mining applications was covered under the survey on deep learning for financial applications [@b25]. Hence, we prepare a comparative analysis of our survey with the existing surveys under various criteria associated with fusion and stock market as shown in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. It can be noted that amongst the existing surveys, a limited work has been regulated around fusion in stock market. In the presented survey, we take primitive steps of studying fusion perspectives based on stock market applications.

The fusion techniques can be classified using various criteria including relationships between input data sources, the type and nature of input/output data, the level of abstraction, the level of data processing, and the type of architecture [@b7]. To provide an infographic overview of fusion in stock market prediction, we present the classification criteria of fusion techniques and corresponding categories [@b7], the point of consideration to fuse information, feature, and model, as well as potential applications of fusion in stock market, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; our survey is primarily focused on the three fusion approaches and associated stock market prediction techniques. This presentation is a general overview of fusion in stock market prediction and the same can be extended as well as modified as per the requirements. In our survey, the presented infographic is aimed to direct the readers of this survey through the wider scope of potential work based on fusion in the field of stock market; it can be considered as a walk-through summary to integrate fusion at various levels of operations within a stock-related prediction procedure. It can be mentioned here that each approach may not explicitly specify the adopted fusion criteria, however, for the completeness of understanding how specific fusion may be incorporated to an approach, the readers would be directed to refer to the study given by Ref. [@b7].Table 1A comparative analysis of our survey with the existing surveys under various criteria: C1 --- Financial market conceptualization, C2 --- Information fusion, C3 --- Feature fusion, C4 --- Model fusion, C5 --- Stock price prediction, C6 --- Stock trend prediction, C7 --- Portfolio management, C8 --- Risk/Return forecasting, C9 --- Other stock market applications.Criteria ($\rightarrow$)C1C2C3C4C5C6C7C8C9Reference ($\downarrow$)[@b18]✓✓✓✓[@b19]✓✓✓[@b20]✓✓[@b21]✓✓✓[@b22]✓✓✓✓[@b23]✓✓[@b24]✓✓✓[@b25]✓✓✓Our survey✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓Fig. 1An infographic overview of fusion in stock market prediction.

The organization of the remaining article can be summarized as follows: for the thorough coverage of all the criteria (C$1 -$C$9$) mentioned in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Section [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} reviews information fusion in stock market which includes fusion techniques based on raw data as well as processed data; Section [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} describes feature fusion in stock market and elaborates its potential applications; Section [4](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} presents model fusion in stock market including learning models as well as evolutionary models; Section [5](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} discusses various aspects of fusion in stock market and the potential future directions; Section [6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"} provides the concluding remarks on the presented survey.

2. Information fusion in stock market {#sec2}
=====================================

The time-series stock market data presents the market tradings; in its raw form, the historical data generally includes open, close, high, low, and volume information of the trading day; depending on the extent of details required, such data can be derived for various trading frequencies, for example, minute-wise, on hourly basis, daily, etc. While open and close indicate the opening and closing prices, respectively, high and low indicate the highest and the lowest prices attained in the trading frequency duration, respectively; volume is the representation of number of shares traded in the given duration. This data can be further processed to derive technical indicators; also, it can be appended with data from other sources to expand the coverage of corresponding information about the stock. The merger and/or expansion of data from multiple sources raise an opportunity of data as well as information fusion; here, information fusion can be considered one step ahead of the raw data fusion.

One of the classifications categorizes data fusion based on the relationship between corresponding input data sources [@b7], [@b26]. It includes complementary, redundant, and cooperative criteria that represent data on different aspects, different viewpoints, and different modules, respectively [@b7]. In stock market, the historical data can be diversified using information fusion and the rich information can be employed for reliable prediction. To provide an overall perspective of information fusion in stock market prediction, we prepare a graphical representation as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The major data sources include quantitative and crowd-sourced data along with the derived information based on fundamental and technical analyses; these sources further represent various categories that define specific information associated with the targeted stock. The given representation can be referred to study which combination of information sources is applied in respective work under information fusion; it can be treated as a general overview to analyse how different fusion aspects are acquired and utilized for different stock-related forecasting applications as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; this section reviews various approaches associated with information fusion in stock market.Fig. 2Graphical representation of information fusion in stock market prediction.

2.1. Stock price/trend prediction {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------

One of the primary concerns towards the stock market is prediction of stock price and its movement direction; a considerable amount of work has been carried out that analyses market etiquettes and predicts the future price and/or trend. A highly volatile stock market experiences large fluctuations and thus, forecasting the price values and estimating whether the market would move upwards, downwards, or remain steady is difficult. Such predictions require study of various influential data as well as derivation of the previous patterns of price movements. Hence, information fusion can be integrated with the existing techniques to build reliable knowledge bases for improving stock market prediction.

The major concern around stock market analysis includes fundamental as well as technical analyses; while the concerned features of such analyses differ, their fusion can be beneficial for a stronger information source while predicting the stock market. One of the data fusion techniques proposed to integrate economic and financial parameters for the fundamental analysis with the stock price change over time-based technical analysis [@b27]. As the stock price was proven to have a lognormal distribution [@b28], it was demonstrated that the logarithm of a stock price at the given time followed normal distribution with mean and variance values; such lognormal models were developed for financial assets such as stock prices [@b29]. Subsequently, authors in Ref. [@b27] inferred from the histogram of stock prices for the companies of Iran that the stock price change followed normal distribution. An extended Kalman filter (EKF) was adopted to combine the analyses information; the predicted next-day stock price trend using data fusion as well as change in error using EKF structure indicated performance improvements as compared to regression and ANN models [@b27], [@b30].

For different stock market-related events, various discussions and opinions take place where experts may provide their insights, suggestions, as well as predictions. Such events are explored from diverse perspectives in order to obtain inherent patterns to understand the market behaviour. While historical time-series data can provide primary information, investors may follow social opinions as well; such opinions can be collected using market analysis, online polls, discussion forums, etc. With the help of crowd-sourced knowledge bases, authors proposed to predict one-day-ahead stock price movement in Ref. [@b31]. Authors considered Google and Wikipedia platforms as the non-traditional experts; the historical stock market data were collected and technical indicators were derived, followed by integration of Wikipedia hits and Google news data to prepare a rich knowledge base. Using the combined data, authors generated features and utilized three machine learning models namely, decision tree (DT), support vector machine (SVM), and ANN for stock trend prediction. Also, an intelligent trading-based expert tool was presented to assist the decision-making process on various instruments [@b31].

On the other hand, the intuition that stocks with higher correlation could be affected by the same event was considered and an information fusion approach was applied to predict the stock trend in study [@b32]. Authors proposed to fuse quantitative, event-specific, and sentiment information, i.e., historical stock prices, financial Web news-based events, and financial discussion board-based user sentiments, respectively. The collected data were categorized based on similar events and further combined from such heterogeneous sources to derive their internal relations. The correlations enhanced the shared knowledge-based learning and hence, improved the prediction performance. Based on the collected data from various sources, another fusion approach was proposed to predict the fluctuation trend of the given stock [@b33]; using a tensor-based sub-mode coordinate (SMC) algorithm, the subspace dimensions were reduced according to the stock similarity. Authors proposed to fuse data collected from financial Web news, sentiments of the investors extracted from social media platform, and quantitative data; the enhanced features were further given to long short-term memory (LSTM) model for the prediction. Hence, the diverse data sources can help for potentially fusing information to build a knowledge base that can be utilized to derive inherent market patterns.

Another way of approaching the market sentiments is through social media such as Twitter. An information fusion approach was proposed to determine the relationship between Twitter sentiments and stock price and the fused information was used to predict one-day-ahead stock price change in Ref. [@b34]. Authors considered that authoritative Twitter users could be derived using the number of followers and the count of retweets; using this information along with the number of positive and negative tweets, authors calculated the sentiment weighting factors for each day for the Twitter users. The granger causality test and predictions using vector autoregression (VAR) improved the prediction performance; also, the authors concluded that a minimum of $2500$ daily tweets were required for such prediction [@b34]. Considering that a specific lag period represents strong correlation between the social sentiments and market prices, an SVM-based non-linear granger causality approach was proposed in study [@b35]. It fused the sentiments with historical stock market data for extracting a higher level of statistical significance at the particular lag period. The optimal lag periods were evaluated and daily stock prices were predicted for four companies. The improved results indicated the impact of public sentiments and hence, the need of information fusion at various stages to understand the target in a broader way.

As opposed to the public data, another useful approach may be the trading behaviours of investors for the specific company stocks; while the market sentiments present public moods and may be affected by certain events, an investor's transaction records can aid the knowledge base for understanding the actual dominance for trading. Based on such transaction records as well as public market information, a stock trend prediction approach was proposed in study [@b36]; authors explored potential fusion of such private and public data and derived relevant stocks using correlation-based knowledge graph. To maintain the privacy of investors, their identities were desensitized and features based on the transactions as well as volume information were further selected. Authors adopted an attention-based bidirectional LSTM model for predicting stock price movement direction. Hence, the obtained results signified the usefulness of higher level of data fusion.

2.2. Risk/return forecasting {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

A critical trade-off in the financial market is risk-return trade-off which indicates a rise in potential return with respect to an increase of risk. In other words, the higher expected returns are associated with the higher levels of risk; such trade-off is considered to be a fundamental aspect in finance [@b37]. Though some investors may choose to keep a safe trading and therefore, accept lower return on behalf of low risk, investors having risk-averse nature may desire higher return and hence, take high risk with the trading. Thus, it is important to forecast the potential return, inherent risk, as well as relation between them during stock valuation. Also, a considerable number of studies have been carried out to demonstrate the distributions of market returns such as fat-tailed and skewed return distribution [@b38], [@b39]. Such financial statistics can be utilized by the learning models in order to infer the characteristics of stock market assets; the role of information fusion can be examined to identify data distribution and corresponding predictions can be evaluated.

One of the primary concerns of an investment is to make an early-warning that can be helpful in preventing the financial crisis of an investor as well as the investing firm; an information fusion approach was proposed for such financial early-warning prediction in [@b40]. Authors adopted the Dempster--Shafer theory (DST) that inferred based on an aggregation of independent information from different data sources to obtain a higher degree of belief. A total of $25$ variables were selected to derive the financial crisis information and the prediction results were calculated using SVM as well as logistic models; these data were fused using DST to prepare the final rating of each company's probability of having an early-warning.

The market trends can be visualized using historical stock data; similarly, the market news can reflect various events, their impact on stock prices, discussions on corresponding analyses, as well as market behaviours. Such data from diverse perspectives can be fused to develop broader viewpoints that can be utilized for predicting stock return. An integrated approach was proposed in Ref. [@b41] by applying information fusion of market news and stock prices to forecast intra-day stock return. The inherent information from these sources were extracted using two sub-kernels of a multi-kernel support vector regression (MKSVR) system; the proposed information fusion outperformed models with single information source. Subsequently, sensor data that provide timely measurements of various events, along with social media data, were considered to derive informative features of the given stock [@b42]; for characterization of such time-series, the internal dependences were approximated using copula theory. Also, the social media data were assisted using Google trends and fusion was applied to infer events for stock return prediction.

While the investments in stock market are inherently risky, the logistics as well as lenders may provide a loan to the customers and their firms; the concern raises with the possibility of unability of the borrower to repay the lended money. Hence, it arises the potential credit risk; in order to prevent the large possibilities of facing such issues, identification of various factors associated with the credit risk must be carried out before making an investment. An information fusion approach was proposed to forecast credit risk of the customers [@b43]; the internal history of the customers such as financial and operational data, credit history, as well as customer characteristics information were collected along with the external dynamics such as industry index as well as relevant news. Such data were prepared into features and aligned for risk prediction. The improved results indicated the potential fusion of internal and external information for credit risk prediction and hence, for possible decision-making.

A daily stock return was predicted using three models namely, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), ANN, and SVM in Ref. [@b44]; here, an information fusion-based sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate relative importance of individual variables given as input to the prediction model so as to reduce uncertainty of models and increase the extracted knowledge.

2.3. Stock index forecasting {#sec2.3}
----------------------------

From an investment perspective, various stock indices are studied and evaluated; the market valuation can be helpful to predict potential benefits of the investment. Before taking any decision on trading one or more indices, market liquidity, associated risk, potential returns, and other information are likely to be explored using fundamental aspects, governed regulations, official statements, as well as other directly or indirectly associated firms and their information. This can help in determining the expected growth of an index, its steadiness over time, investment strategies, and other useful factors.

Considering a decision support required for investment in financial markets, future indices on short-term as well as long-term horizons were predicted using regulatory disclosures in Ref. [@b45]. The proposed text mining approach collected ad-hoc announcements from the publishing service provider and integrated machine learning techniques under the decision support system. The German prime index (DAX), German composite index (CDAX), and STOXX Europe $600$ (STOXX) indices were targeted and their stock data were fused with the derived sentiments from timely disclosures in both languages, English and German; the results indicated the significance of financial decision-making as well as decision support for index forecasting of exchange-traded funds (ETFs) [@b45].

2.4. Other applications {#sec2.4}
-----------------------

While the information fusion is significantly applied to the price, trend, and index forecasting, as well as risk and return prediction techniques, it has sparsely covered other financial applications.

In stock market, a large number of events can have influence on the market etiquettes; apart from the direct correlations between similar or dependent companies, the indirect associations among various firms can also affect the stock market. Thus, identification and study of such market events can be a critical task. A knowledge-based complex event processing system was proposed in Ref. [@b46] to monitor the stock market based on the available real-time stock events and background knowledge; here, the companies having joint-stocks were considered and their publicly available data were fused to prepare a knowledge base. Initially, this approach was employed for addressing user queries by extracting the company knowledge base and fusing it with event data streams [@b47].

Apart from various predictions about the future stock market price trend, the market status of a company can also be a significant interest of the traders. Ref. [@b48] was proposed to predict the one-month-ahead status about how promising an industry would be; considering that the securities companies provided ratings to various industries, authors adopted the DST and presented the degree of belief regarding the investment value of an industry. Based on the historical ratings, predictions were made for each trading day to determine the most promising industries for the next month; also, the higher average rise rate was observed for the predicted industries.

It can be observed that various factors affect the market dynamics of a stock index; hence, development of a correlation among such influential factors can be helpful for future predictions. Ref. [@b49] was proposed with a focus on the Bayesian networks to predict future stock price movement direction; while the graphical representation of these networks could be useful to visualize market etiquette, the multivariate nodes could also indicate associated risks; such beneficial approach was employed to predict and analyse the S&P market index [@b49]. The network topology was prepared using several factors such as interest rate, consumer price index, unemployment rate, money supply, housing start, and implied volatility index; based on their correlation with the future directions, some of the factors were eliminated as well. The conditional probability tables could derive the directions; these predictions were further utilized for trading strategies of S&P index futures (i.e., long or short) as well as options (i.e., put or call). Hence, the fusion of domain knowledge and historical data resulted into higher equity profits.

2.5. Summary {#sec2.5}
------------

In this section, we review the stock-related forecasting applications that are addressed using information fusion. As observed in the reviewed articles, the historical stock data can be appended, combined, integrated, as well as fused with the collected and/or derived information and further applied for the prediction task.

The significance of adopting information fusion can be perceived from the wider range of applications covered by the same. It indicates an advantageous fusion where information diversity plays a vital role in enhancing the market knowledge and hence, improving the prediction performance. However, the selection of specific data sources for information fusion can be challenging; while some approaches fuse the crowd-sourced information, others choose to integrate derived information using various indicators. Information fusion of different data sources may introduce data sparsity as for each trading day, data from each of the sources may not be available; hence, pre-processing such data by eliminating days with missing value(s) may result into loss of information. The reliability of analysis-based data as well as the impartiality of public sentiment-related data may be questionable; here, a well-established methodology can be followed to extract specific information.

In the view towards improving the prediction performance using information fusion, the selection of supporting features, as well as prediction model, plays a critical role. It can be noticed that information fusion can primarily provide a collection of data, however, selection of an appropriate set of features requires a deeper understanding of the data characteristics as well as their suitability for the corresponding prediction model. Subsequently, the limitations of a prediction model can also be responsible for performance degradation. For example, difficulty in determining noise covariance matrixes and in satisfying all situations using fixed noise covariance matrixes while using EKF [@b50]; instability of DT [@b51]; lack of transparency in outputs of SVM [@b52]; slow convergence and being trapped in local optima using ANN [@b53]. Therefore, it is essential to identify the appropriateness of a specific approach for the target stock market application. Also, the motivation to fuse specific data as well as the rationale behind integrating diversity may require higher attention. On the other hand, identification of the amount of information diversity required to obtain desired prediction performance is critical; one of the potential limitations may be identification of an appropriate arrangement of the available data [@b54] such that the application of information fusion should enhance the prediction performance. It can be treated as a potential research scope to analyse the application requirement(s) and combine the required type of data sources. The fused information can also provide valuable features which can increase the prediction model's learning capabilities; hence, the steps following information fusion must also be carefully selected. Such research directives can be addressed to improve forecasting models.

3. Feature fusion in stock market {#sec3}
=================================

In a learning-based approach, features play a key role in expressing the given data from various perspectives as well as retrieving detailed information about different attributes. From the available list of features for the given problem, a set of features are constructed, selected, and/or extracted for preparing them suitable for the prediction model. The historical stock market data present basic stock trading information; technical indicators are derived as features to learn specific interpretation. On the other hand, because the market gets influenced by numerous events, corresponding attributes or market's behaviour based on a specific context can also be considered as potential features. Though individual features may be capable of revealing partial information about the market, feature fusion can be carried out to build a different facet of these features and hence, exploit the inherent characteristics of stock market. It may be performed as a characteristic-level abstraction as well as an object refinement of the processed data [@b7] and the fused features can be applied to various stock market applications.

In [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, we provide a graphical representation of feature fusion in stock market prediction; here, the derived features can be fused using various actions. Such features can have different types; they can also be analysed based on various aspects. Also, a variety of operations can be performed on these features to fuse them together; these operations may be applied individually or combined with other factors. Selection of specific set of operations and/or analytical factors for feature fusion may be dependent on the target application. The given pictorial representation can be considered as a generalized overview of feature fusion; it can be referred to observe which combination(s) of analysis and/or operation is adopted with a specific input type and applied to the stock-related forecasting application(s) as given by [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This section reviews the stock-related forecasting applications based on feature fusion.Fig. 3Graphical representation of feature fusion in stock market prediction.

3.1. Stock price/trend prediction {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------

The analysis of market trends is important for decision-making; it determines whether money should be invested to a specific stock as well as the length of duration to be considered for the same. The collected information about the given stock(s) can be integrated to derive useful features; to combine such features, various techniques can be performed with the aim to enhance the feature significance.

For one-day-ahead close price prediction, an SVR-based prediction model was proposed in Ref. [@b55]. Authors pre-processed the historical data and divided it into close price feature and a set of $39$ derived technical indicators; individually, dimensions of these features were reduced using independent component analysis (ICA). Further, the extracted feature were fused using canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to derive union feature that was used for predicting next-day's close price. On the other hand, a minimal variation order weighted average (OWA) operator was employed to fuse price data periods in Ref. [@b56]; here, authors proposed to multiply features with their corresponding weights and summarize as a single aggregated factor; clustering and fuzzy rules were combined to train ANFIS and future stock prices were predicted.

While features of the similar representations can be combined, similar approach can be implemented with features having different descriptions. For stock price prediction, the temporal and graphical features were combined under feature fusion using LSTM and convolutional neural network (CNN)-based model in study [@b57]. Authors proposed to use the time-series stock market data along with stock chart images; the prepared stock charts were evaluated for price prediction and combined with volume information to create fusion chart images. The results indicated higher performance of fusion chart images as compared to stock chart images.

The combination of technical and fundamental analyses are generally observed while applying information fusion, however, the derived features from such analyses can be capable of providing useful features. In Ref. [@b58], authors considered technical indicators along with the sentiments derived from news articles and applied feature fusion to predict the stock market trend based on a portfolio of $20$ stocks. The experiments based on fusing sentiment embeddings with the quantitative price data indicated performance enhancement and hence, the importance of feature fusion.

3.2. Portfolio management {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

Stock market investments are aimed to benefit the investors; as compared to investing in a single asset, a large number of investments are carried out on multiple assets. This becomes a useful approach where the invested money would not be fully dependent on the market performance of single asset. Selection of multiple assets also requires attention; assets belonging to the same group or having common characteristics would be similarly affected by specific events. To overcome the dominance of alike assets, diversification can be highly desirable; such assets, preferably diverse in nature, can be combined within a portfolio wherein the asset liquidity can be associated with risk aversion behaviour of an investor [@b59].

The maximization of the expected returns is a primary concern of portfolio management. For the diversified stocks of a portfolio, long-term management scheme was proposed in Ref. [@b60]; authors integrated a list of fundamental indicators as stock attributes and evaluated the cognitive diversity scores between attributes. Based on the diversity strength as well as performance strength, the selected attributes were fused using combinational methods and portfolios with different number of stocks were tested according to the potential returns. Hence, combinational fusion based on various attributes can also be extended for portfolio management.

3.3. Summary {#sec3.3}
------------

In a prediction model, features are crucial factors that define specific aspect of the input data and help in deriving useful information for the model to learn; feature fusion can be expected to inherit such information and enhance the forecasting performance. Based on the reviewed articles, it can be observed that feature fusion is explored to a limited extent as compared to information fusion in stock market. It can be understood that the derived features may undergo feature selection and/or extraction and therefore, only a few approaches focus on the fusion techniques applicable to such features, however, the existing work presents the scope of exploring feature fusion based on analytical as well as operational aspects.

One of the potential challenges of feature fusion is the difficulty to choose useful features [@b61]. Selection of appropriate features can significantly enhance the prediction performance; such features may be chosen based on various factors such as their characteristics, capabilities of exploring as well as exploiting information space, diversity, correlations, to name a few. Therefore, feature fusion requires more attention towards which kind of features would be fused together and how the fusion would be carried out. Such rationale may be adopted at a larger level with justification on the need of fusion for the specific application; also, the possibility of supporting feature fusion with information fusion and/or model fusion should be carefully examined. The feature extraction and selection techniques have an important role for this task; the usefulness of such techniques can be beneficial to derive informative features, however, the limitations of such methods may result into a poor set of features which, in turn, is likely to reduce the prediction performance; for example, nonlinearity of CCA [@b62]. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the technical aspects of the feature constructing approaches. It can also be noticed that stock market data are presented in different forms; the same may be extended at fusion level for retrieving rich set of features that can improve the prediction accuracy.

4. Model fusion in stock market {#sec4}
===============================

Information fusion and feature fusion are applied to stock market prediction; these approaches respectively focus on the data and derived attributes that can enhance the intrinsic perspectives. Another way to improve prediction is model-based fusion where inherent characteristics of prediction models are exemplified to contribute towards improved forecasting. Based on the architecture design where fusion would be integrated, a model fusion can be classified into centralized, decentralized, distributed, and hierarchical architectures [@b7]. The considered models may be homogeneous or heterogeneous and they are aimed to be fused to explore as well as exploit the prediction capabilities of a fused model. Some of the model fusion techniques [@b63] include linear weighted fusion, cross-fusion, waterfall fusion, additive fusion, predictive fusion, stack fusion, etc. Among various applications of such model fusion techniques, financial markets are also studied to various extents.

To elaborate the wide spread of model fusion in stock-related forecasting applications, we demonstrate a graphical representation as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. For improving the prediction performance of a model, one of the important tasks is parameter optimization; as compared to the randomly selected parameters, different metaheuristics as well as trajectory-based techniques can be employed for tuning the model parameters. On the other hand, the model fusion can be carried out by performing various operations in order to fuse specific features of two or more models; it must be noted that these operations may differ from the possible operations carried out for feature fusion given by [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Such operations as well as optimization can be applied to a wide range of models; also, the hybrid or ensemble models can be integrated with others for a model fusion. While we provide a generalized representation of the model fusion, the same can be modified depending on the type of input data as well as the target application; the given representation can be referred to identify which of the potential techniques, i.e., operation and/or optimization, is considered for model fusion and further applied to stock-related forecasting applications as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. This section describes various stock market applications addressed using model fusion.Fig. 4Graphical representation of model fusion in stock market prediction.

4.1. Stock price/trend prediction {#sec4.1}
---------------------------------

Direct or fusion-based techniques can be applied on the data processing as well as feature-related steps of a prediction approach and they are further given as inputs to the prediction model; one of the expected outcomes of a prediction model is reliable forecasting. Model fusion can be considered as an application to the stock price/trend prediction; this fusion may combine two or more architectures or it may apply modules of different prediction models in order to fuse the capabilities of stock market prediction.

A fusion model was proposed to predict the trend of stock close price in Ref. [@b64]; authors considered ANFIS model to advance the capabilities of ANN and Sugeno fuzzy system where the membership function parameters were adjusted using clonal selection-based immune algorithm. Authors provided historical stock market data along with technical indicators to the ANFIS model where the data served as antigen and the prepared fuzzy rules were treated as the antibody; comparison indicated performance improvement using the proposed fusion model. On the other hand, considering wavelet analysis as an effective approach to process data information at various scales, it was fused with two models namely, ANN and ANFIS for predicting next-day close price in Ref. [@b65]. Authors adopted one dimensional discrete wavelet with level $3$ and applied denoising on the normalized historical stock data; ANN and ANFIS models, with and without wavelet analysis, were evaluated individually and the prediction results were compared. These approaches indicated the significance of fusion over neural networks as well as fuzzy systems.

A large number of historical stock market data are analysed and various technical indicators can be derived; such data can be appended to prepare a set of features that can be further utilized for stock market prediction. However, operations with such large amount of data having non-linear complex relationships may be difficult. An OWA approach was fused with ANFIS model in study [@b66] for stock price prediction; here, OWA was adopted to reduce the higher dimensional stock dataset into an aggregate value and fuzzy rules were created using ANFIS. The predicted stock price indicated higher profits as compared to previous work. On the other hand, a Bayesian-regularized feed-forward ANN model was proposed in Ref. [@b67] to predict the one-day-ahead stock market trend; the prediction results indicated comparable mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) with one of the existing fusion models [@b68].

A two-stage fusion approach was proposed in Ref. [@b69] to predict future close price; authors proposed to integrate SVR in the first stage and fused SVR, ANN, and random forest (RF) in the second stage that combined SVR-ANN, SVR-RF, and SVR-SVR models for prediction. Results indicated performance improvement with fused models as compared to single prediction model. Subsequently, for predicting the stock price, a blended model fusion approach was proposed in study [@b70] where the regression and backpropagation using ANN algorithms were integrated to enhance the prediction.

Another approach for the stock trend prediction integrated recurrent neural network (RNN) and representative pattern discovery (RPD) in study [@b71]; the advantages of deriving short-term and long-term trends of time-series data using RNN and RPD, respectively, were fused to build an improved model. The representative patterns (RPs) were derived such that the subsequences contained higher similarity with others whereas lower similarity with each others [@b71]; the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance between such RPs and historical stock data was calculated and matched pattern joints were used to adjust the prediction results of RNN; an increased trend prediction performance was achieved using this fusion approach.

Considering the wisdom of crowds, a fusion approach was proposed to use social media sentiments and technical indicators for stock trend prediction [@b72]; authors developed deep random subspace ensembles (DRSE) technique for efficient mining of market fluctuations and hence, flagging the stock trend.

4.2. Portfolio management {#sec4.2}
-------------------------

The returns of investment are crucial concerns for the investors; while the dynamic stock market offers fluctuations, investors may choose to be assured about the expected return along with the calculated risk. To ensure that amongst the time-varying return distributions, the desired returns are obtained, investors are likely to choose diverse assets and combine them under a portfolio. Such diversification of portfolio can be addressed in several ways; individuals may choose to select assets from different sectors [@b73]; individuals may aim for cross-country investments [@b74] and hence, diversify portfolios at domestic and international levels based on the geopolitical risks and financial stresses [@b75] to handle turbulences of economic conditions; other potential approach may diversify the investment styles using fundamental analysis and/or technical analysis; also, the concept of financial cognitive dissonance, i.e., changing the investment beliefs, may be adapted by the investors [@b76].

Stock market offers a variety of assets; selecting beneficial assets that can gain higher returns and hence, creating an optimal portfolio is a challenging task. Apart from the econometric models [@b77], computational models can also be applied, as well as fused, to address portfolio management. One of such fusion approaches was proposed in Ref. [@b78] with SVM and mean--variance (MV) for portfolio selection. Authors evaluated cardinality of the selected portfolios as well as associated risks and returns; the proposed approach (SVM + MV) indicated better performance as well as higher net profitability.

4.3. Risk/return forecasting {#sec4.3}
----------------------------

The desire of earning higher profits of the investment can enforce to move towards risky assets. Hence, it is necessary to estimate the expected returns and corresponding level of risk prior to an investment. Also, the duration of investment such as short-term, medium-term, or long-term, should be carefully chosen.

While the investors worry about the returns of their investment in stocks, the lenders may consider the potential risk of not receiving the owed amount as well as its interest; the credit risk concept can be related to this kind of a scenario of having possible loss in case the borrower fails to repay the borrowed amount. This becomes a critical factor that demands systematic study of the investment and potential credit risk. A fusion-based credit risk assessment approach was proposed in Ref. [@b79]; authors proposed to apply an enhanced decision support model (EDSM) using relevance vector machine and DT to interpret the forecasting results. Also, the effectiveness of various criteria was evaluated and the future measurement designs were examined with the help of corporate transparency and information disclosure feasibility. Such assessments can be helpful in forecasting credit risks for the investors and hence, taking a well-examined decision.

It can be noticed that diversity is one of the major concerns while forecasting the stock market; such diversities are explored using various fusion techniques. For stock risk and return predictions, multiple diverse base classifiers were proposed to be fused for a common input data and a Meta classifier was developed to learn from outputs of such individual classifiers [@b80]. Authors included Bagging, Boosting, and AdaBoost methods with various base classifiers and analysed the prediction performance.

4.4. Other applications {#sec4.4}
-----------------------

The financial market offers a wide range of interesting concepts; an investor's point of interest can decide various factors such as how he/she would select the instruments, which assets would get higher weightage, what would be the trading strategy, when should the invested shares be sold out, etc. Such applications can be targeted for prediction using model fusion.

Investment in a company can be dependent on various factors; the profitability of a company is found to have considerable influence on the company's value [@b81]. The profitability of each share of the given company stocks can be calculated using earnings per share (EPS); an early work on the EPS forecasting was conducted in Ref. [@b82] using model fusion of autoregressive (AR) model and ANFIS. This approach was extended with further comparisons and analysis to predict EPS using the model fusion [@b83].

The sentiments associated with stock-related text are important attributes; an analytical approach was proposed with SVM and bootstrapping techniques to evaluate the stock sentiments [@b84]. Authors derived the stock review blogs using a web crawler and classified the emotions within the review text using SVM and reconstructed the set using bootstrapping classifier. The results indicated performance improvement using such model fusion.

One of the major concerns while investing in a company is its revenue; it indicates the turnover of a firm and hence, investors may look forward to the companies having a promising sale and therefore, higher returns of the investments. For predicting a company's future revenue, a model fusion was proposed in Ref. [@b63]; the features including multi-factor and time-series were integrated with the linear regression model and a training model of extreme gradient boosting, namely, XGBoost model. Authors selected the additive fusion method based on the prediction results and additional weights to forecast the company's revenue trend. Thus, a variety of financial applications based on model fusion refer to the potential combinations of homogeneous as well as heterogeneous models. Integration architecture-based and/or approach-based fusion techniques may enhance the forecasting capabilities; the same may be further improved by optimizing the parameters using some of the widely integrated swarm intelligence approaches such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [@b85] as well as evolutionary computation-based algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) [@b86], [@b87].

4.5. Summary {#sec4.5}
------------

Various prediction models are developed and integrated with stock market data to predict future market behaviour; the capabilities of such models can be extended with optimal set of parameters, supportive input features, and other techniques. Model fusion is one of the important aspects to enhance the prediction performance of the given models. This section outlines how various model fusion are applied to stock market prediction.

It can be observed that model fusion enables the learning capability of the associated models; while individual models may not be able to learn different market perspectives, a fusion technique can be employed for this task. Such models may be fused using their architectural combinations along with different operations such as mapping, transformation, etc. However, the disadvantages of individual architectures [@b7] may propagate while fusing them with others; for example, curse of dimensionality problem with VAR [@b88] and ANFIS [@b89]; overfitting because of complex RF trees [@b90]. Therefore, it becomes essential to reduce the potential limitations of the associated models in order to minimize the expansion of individual's drawback(s). As the model selection is crucial to support the usefulness of pre-processing as well as feature selection/extraction steps, it is also required to choose appropriate operations in order to assist the forecasting model. A considerable amount of work provides the intuition towards fusing specific models. The same may be extended with information as well as feature fusion techniques in order to inherit exploration and exploitation capabilities of the corresponding models. The model fusion may also be dependent on the input data types; hence, a generalized conceptualization may be developed to study how specific kinds of models should be fused for the given parameters. Though different stock market applications are aimed using model fusion, a large number of opportunities can be noticed to apply model fusion for other stock-related forecasting tasks.

5. Discussions {#sec5}
==============

The stock market complexities are widely addressed with a variety of information sources, attributes, methods, and other relevant aspects. It can be observed that a considerable amount of work has been carried out based on fusion at various levels; such fusion techniques are employed for enhancing the market information, extracting useful trading rules, as well as preparing a complementary system where the limitations of one or more approaches can be overcome. In this survey article, we have covered the research work over the last decade to study the genesis of applicabilities of fusion techniques. While we have majorly discussed information, feature, and model fusions for various stock market applications, other aspects associated with financial markets are worth mentioning where fusion techniques are integrated in different ways; such applications can provide different perceptions that may have been explored to a limited extent. To summarize the reviewed fusion-based approaches, we provide a graphical representation of our survey as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The primary three levels of fusion, i.e., information, feature, and model, and respective work for stock market prediction is demonstrated with reference to the referred articles in this survey. Such abstract overview can be helpful to gain clear insights about the existing work; also, it can build a motivational aspect for potential future extensions.

5.1. Other fusion approaches {#sec5.1}
----------------------------

In the previous sections, different stock-related forecasting applications were covered under specific fusion categories, however, there are other extensions and enhancements on fusion approaches. It has been observed that fusion of prediction results could provide improved predictions [@b91], [@b92]. Hence, predictions and prediction models were treated as information and sources, respectively, whereas the combinational approach was considered as fusion in Ref. [@b93]; authors derived the sentiment scores based on such information fusion and analysed the short-term performance of IPOs.

The financial markets are association of a large number of inherent correlations; with a growth of the related trading strategies, the traders' actions also get inline with the market correlations which then get reflected in market dynamics as well [@b94]. Such correlations are important to study because the fragment of an overall component may result into market crash over a period of time. Based on the prospect theory [@b95] and price fluctuations being considered as a dynamic process, Ref. [@b96] proposed to develop a multiparametric analysis framework for decision making in financial investments (MIAMI model) on short time-frames; the approaches including knowledge discovery, technical analysis, information fusion, and soft computing were applied along with fuzzification such that the contributions were fused in energy and entropy decision variables to derive useful trend analysis. While fusion--fission approach was applied to study and predict a market crash [@b94], a potential integration of such statistical approaches can be desired for higher-level of fusion. Subsequently, a combinational fusion analysis (CFA) was integrated for the task of portfolio management in Ref. [@b97]; as a combination of selecting appropriate attributes and specific approaches, the portfolio management was proposed with multiple algorithms, instead of single one, based on the diversity or performance strength and the results were given scores for deriving a combinational approach. On the other hand, as an application of individuals' sentiments on the market research, a fusion approach was proposed [@b98]; while stock market data could be considered as a potential application, authors studied the impact of sentiment analysis-based fusion.Fig. 5Graphical summary of fusion in stock market prediction.

Apart from the traditional fusion, an approach to inject the knowledge to derive the actual information was proposed in study [@b99]; it was developed as a defusing technique to infer the relevant base data from the aggregated historical data. Another application of fusion was given as a one-vs-one scheme with optimizing decision directed acyclic graph (ODDAG) to predict the listing status of companies [@b100]. One of the recent applications included the uncertain possibility--probability information fusion for stock selection based on the relative closeness of the alternative stocks [@b101]. The hyperlinks on Twitter that referred to specific companies in stock market, i.e., cashtags, were integrated with natural language processing (NLP) and data fusion approaches in Ref. [@b102]; authors prepared the company-specific corpora based on such collected tweets and classified whether the corresponding tweet was related to a particular stock exchange.

The wide range of applications of the extended fusion techniques have a clear indication that the restrictions on exploiting fusion methods should be eliminated and their diversity should be employed for the economic models.

5.2. Potential future directions {#sec5.2}
--------------------------------

The primary focus of our survey has been on the applications of stock markets that are addressed using fusion techniques. These techniques include information, feature, and model fusion; we have included the major applications of stock market. There are certain extensions suggested in respective articles whereas the other potential inferences from the studied approaches can be made for future research directions.

The basic understanding of how fusion can be applied to various domains is an important task. It has been noticed that specification of the specific category of fusion and/or type of fusion technique is given in a limited number of articles; also, the words such as "fusion", "ensemble", and "hybrid" are interchangeably used in some articles and hence, maintaining the principle conceptual meaning of the appropriate terminology becomes a crucial responsibility for future articles. While we have primarily considered the articles having closest explanation about fusion at some point in the prediction phase, other articles that have not been exclusively said to have used fusion, however, a part of it represents fusion approach can be studied and explored.

Various information fusion-based methods have considered quantitative, derived, and appended data. The data sources in a stock market play a critical role; while selection of such sources may differ based on the target application, a combination of static and active data sources [@b103] can also be carried out on a dynamic level for information fusion. Also, the rationale behind choosing a specific group of data can be advisable for more insights to the approach. One of the important concerns is perspective analysis; while perspective information fusion is applied to various domains [@b104], the same can be adopted for personalized recommendations on stock market applications. The data fusion is expanded to information fusion, however, an exhaustive extraction can be carried out to prepare a knowledge base and integrate the same for knowledge fusion [@b105] for stock market.

It can be observed that comparatively a restricted amount of work has been obtained based on feature fusion; though these features come along with the processing step with various attributes, an appropriate fusion of such data can enhance the prediction performance. One of the possibilities of adopting feature fusion can be the usage of image fusion techniques that can derive useful patterns from the stock charts [@b106]. Subsequently, appropriate combination of information fusion and feature fusion may be helpful in achieving higher-order knowledge base as well as description for the given approach. The model fusion is presented in a broad term; other ways of applying related fusion include classifier fusion, architecture fusion, as well as decision fusion. Such fusion techniques are further classified as per the proposed outline of the article, for example, hierarchy of techniques that combine classifiers [@b107]. While the classification categories may differ, unification of such wide spread classes and hence, showing a contextual presentation may be a potential future work. Subsequently, the integration of fusion at multiple levels, i.e., information, feature, model, etc. may widen the abilities of an approach to study complex market patterns from diverse perspectives. Also, the balanced approaches integrating economical aspects with computational intelligence can increase the opportunities of reliable predictions; the dependency of such predictions for stock market data must be evaluated for an economic collapse such as the COVID-$19$ outbreak.

Our survey primarily focuses on various stock market applications addressed using different fusion techniques. It can be observed that the amount of work carried out has potential expansion in terms of fusion of the considered techniques as well as algorithms. The recent advances of neural networks and computing paradigms [@b108], [@b109] can be consolidated for fusion; on the other hand, the computational intelligence [@b21], [@b85], [@b110] can also be supplemented with such models to increase the learning capabilities of fusion techniques. The consideration of various financial aspects can redirect the existing work towards a remarkable enhancement; one of such approaches is the financial behaviour which may be further adapted for cognitive analysis and potential stock market predictions. Hence, it is worth mentioning that data fusion, in general, has leveraged stock market predictions and has a prospective future scope.

6. Concluding remarks {#sec6}
=====================

The non-linear stock market predictions have been attractive for investors as well as researchers; enormous amount of work has been carried out at various levels where different aspects of market dynamics are explored to make reliable predictions. Amongst such techniques, fusion plays an important role in determining the usefulness of combinational information. To study the significance of fusion in stock market, we conduct an exhaustive survey over a decade, i.e., $2011 - 2020$, and review the fusion-based approaches for various stock market applications.

Fusion can take place at diverse components within a prediction process; we elaborate the necessity of applying fusion in stock market and we consider the three kinds, namely, information fusion, feature fusion, and model fusion to cover its major aspects. The target area where fusion is integrated can decide on its impact on the overall prediction performance as well. We also study fusion-based stock market applications such as stock price/trend prediction, index forecasting, portfolio management, risk/return forecasting, and other applications such as company's revenue, market dynamics, EPS prediction, etc. To provide a general overview of fusion categories and potential stock market applications, we build an infographic presentation along with different fusion classification techniques; it has been observed that a formal classification of the proposed fusion-based approach is provided in limited articles. Therefore, classification-based categorization and characteristics of the articles may be challenging. For the completeness of this survey, we discuss the other potential fusion techniques that have been applied to the financial market, followed by the potential future directions based on fusion in stock market. To the best of our knowledge, our survey is the primary work to review the recent advances and implications of fusion in stock market prediction.
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